Homecoming Theme
To Be Abandoned: Welcome Stressed
Chairman Johnson Favors Originality: Old Decoration Ideas Are Out; Other Details Later
The opportunity for group house events is the key to a successful theme day. Chairman Paul Johnson, general chairman of the fundraising committee, has said that the central theme this year will be "Illustration," which he described as "an illustration of the theme's potential for contributing to the overall theme of the event."
Mr. Johnson had not released any details about the theme, but is expected to make an announcement at the theme day.
Injuries to Seven Oakland Men Expected to Slow Down Idaho; Rally Stopped by Rush Week
Mr. W. R. Rush will be unable to enter the homecoming game against Idaho, it was announced Wednesday.
Mr. Rush, who had been expected to lead the charge against Idaho, will not be able to play due to a shoulder injury suffered in the Idaho-Idaho game last week.
Mr. Rush will be replaced by Mr. J. E. Smith, who will lead the charge against Idaho.
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Mr. W. R. Rush will be unable to enter the homecoming game against Idaho, it was announced Wednesday.
Mr. Rush, who had been expected to lead the charge against Idaho, will not be able to play due to a shoulder injury suffered in the Idaho-Idaho game last week.
Mr. Rush will be replaced by Mr. J. E. Smith, who will lead the charge against Idaho.

European Desire for Peace Imposes Mrs. Sargent
By Ruth Woodward
"I am here to make a point," Mrs. Sargent said as she stepped out of her car in front of the new building.
"I am here to make a point," Mrs. Sargent said as she stepped out of her car in front of the new building.
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Newcomer Bonfire
To Be Displaced By Fireworks
Freshman Bonfire, which has been held every year since the founding of the university, will be replaced by a fireworks display this year.

Minnesota Gophers
Driven Out By Fire
In Missoula Hotel
The Minnesota Gophers were driven out of the Missoula Hotel by a powerful fire that broke out in the building early this morning.
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Students Air Views on Bucket Dance

By The Questioning Cub

What is the tact used by students concerning the administration of dances at the Blue Bucket? After months of planning and opening the school, it is noticed that we try to find the nearest and most available places which best manage the sale of tickets so that every student may attend. The opinion is: at the ticket hall accommodating 200 people is the best place for the ticket sales.

But here are some ideas. Next week the Questioning cub will interview more students, so it is possible to get a complete idea of the problem. If the Questioning cub doesn’t get answers, it is not its fault. It is to the best of its ability to report.

For example, could we put out four different colored season tuxedo tickets which would mean that the ticket buyer would do the seasons one week, or one dance out of four?

An idea that could be used is that students go to school dances, but I believe that a majority of the time should be used in the school dance events taking place on the campus that week and that the price for the ticket should be too high for something that only costs two tickets would be too much. Two tickets would be enough, that the money would be used for the last event charge and the first event charge should be the first event charge. For the last event, are the last event charge and the first charge admission at the door.

Why not just sell a limited number of individual tickets, or sell that might just because of the extra charge?

Threw the idea like the four ticket idea, but would not be as much trouble as you could be easy of your crowd each night.

As I See It — by Jon

The situation in the Far East is becoming outra- geous. The Chinese authorities have declared martial law throughout the nation. The Japanese have been defeated and the United States has taken over.

Ernie is Reporter Again

The easy-going Ernie is back as the MDB reporter who so much enjoys the cute girls. Ernie, as usual, is the first to get the news.

Aunt by Taps Low

Aye, aye, our dear Auntie Mary Car- roll. "Ladies Be Careful" with Law Ayes, Mary Ann. Larry Aves was not to be taken lightly. Auntie Mary Car- roll has the most endearing way of making every report. Auntie Mary Car- roll is directly a very nice and amusing person.

Here n' There

Well,

You know I think that the boat, well, is one of the finest vessels to start a discussion. It gives an idea of how much it costs and what is the going to the port and just how to please it.

Speaking of words and phrases, what can I say of what you have heard? There is no reason to expect that the boat, just as it is given to you, to be pleasing. It just is what it is, and just how it is.

When the dance at the Blue Bucket, The Blue Bird is being bought by the MDB. The dance is generally considered to be nice and cheap. That is what is expected about the boat, it is expected to cost a minor fortune to have a ticket.

When the dance at the Blue Bucket, The Blue Bird is being bought by the MDB. The dance is generally considered to be nice and cheap. That is what is expected about the boat, it is expected to cost a minor fortune to have a ticket.

Colombo in Strike Mode

The administration of the University of Colombo, New York City, are in a mood to have a bigger showing of people. This has been done by President Robert Banks, of Yeshiva University.

This feeling was crystallized by the opening of the New York Stock Exchange. Colombo students who demonstrated the "disorderly and unsuitable behavior of the exchange" were shown by the New York Stock Exchange to be "rioting." The students acted as if they were on the floor of the exchange and the ceremonies, in effect, was a direct assistance to the cause.

In Ethiopia, a Sovereign Battle

The recent decision of the League of Nations in Ethiopia will be of great importance. In addition, the commission in the commission was the one the students were able to witness during the session until such time as the league assembly shall declare the empire of Ethiopia "fully independent." The students were able to see how the league is acting so that the students are able to see how the league is acting to make the colony of Ethiopia. Ethiopian, for example, is a country which is not subject to the league.
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New Sports and Rule Changes Alter Idaho's 1936 Intramural Program

Javelin Honors Won By Don Johnson
Vandal Track Star Competes In Olympic Finals in London

Winning the recent conference championship and competing on the Olympic field in London is a Vandal Track Star, Don Johnson of the University of Idaho. Johnson, a senior and fourth in the javelin, has been selected to compete in the "round-up" of promising stars.

"Little Joe" Johnson, 221 pound, 6 foot, 3 inch javelinman, will represent the Vandals in the javelin event. He has had good training in the event while teaching at Cranford, New Jersey. He claims his favorite spot on the track is the javelin.

"Best Effort" Johnson is another 221 pounder from Grenville, Idaho, who competes in the "round-up" of promising stars. He claims his favorite spot on the track is the javelin.

Green's Best At Tennis

The new tennis season will open on the Vandal courts. Johnnie Green, who has won the first two meets this season, will meet with the varsity team in a new and improved tennis court.

Competing in the National College Tennis Championship at Chicago, the western junior tennis team will play in the finals at 200 feet, 500 yards, in the city.

Tennis Honors: Close Tonight

A new event will be introduced tomorrow evening at 7:30 in the Vandal Tennis Courts. The junior tennis team will compete with the varsity tennis team in the annual junior varsity versus varsity match.

The junior team will be composed of the following players: Jimmie Williams, John Bland, Bill Ross, and John Green.

The senior team will be composed of the following players: E. C. Green, John Bland, Bill Ross, and John Green.

The junior team will be coached by Mr. H. E. Williams, and the senior team will be coached by Mr. J. W. Ross.

Whitman Back

Hill Academy; W. C. S. Placed To Add Program Of Track Men

Multiplying arrangements for cross-country meets with Whitman Academy, Idaho's leading prep school, and other prep schools will be made this fall. The Whitman Academy will fill the program for University of Idaho's cross-country meet and track events. The Whitman Academy is now discussing the possibility of the program being a tourney.

Fred Meets Nov. 4 & 5

Fred meets another meet on November 4 and 5 for the finish in a cross-country meet on November 11 and 12. Three other cross-country meets, and one more, cross-country meet will be held at the track on November 5.

Notice

Silk linens will be held for the players in the Memorial gymnasium. The memorial will be open for the players to use. The notice will be on the bulletin board at the track.

WATCR REPAIRING

THE TIGHT SHOP

EARNEST ANDERSON, Prop.

SUITES FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN

Priced from $19.75 Up To $140.00

DAVIDS

Where Fashion's Last Words Are Spoken First
Plays To Be Reviewed At Women’s Assembly

The New York Theatre season opens on 10th and 11th with The Sisters, by Booth Tarkington. The play centers around the lives of four women, housekeepers, neighbors, and friends. The show is presented to the audience on the 11th at 8:30 P.M. at the U.S. Assembly Tuesday, April 10th. The show is the unique and unconventional story of women living through the years. The play is directed by Clifford Odets and is performed by a talented cast, including Olivia de Havilland and Joan Fontaine.

W.A.A. To Fete New Women

The Women’s Auxiliary committee, headed by the leadership of Mrs. Edna M. Miller, recently finalized the details of a new membership drive for the organization of Methodist women. The drive is scheduled for next Monday evening, September 23rd, at 8:00 P.M., at the church. New members interested in joining should contact Miss Miller, Miss Miller, or any member of the executive committee.

Get-Next Dance At L.D.S. Friday

The first prime dance of the year will be held at the L.D.S. Institute, beginning at 8:00 P.M. on Friday, October 8th. All members of the L.D.S. church and their guests are invited to attend the event. Arrangements have been made for music at Andy’s and Penny’s ball rooms who do not intend to pledge their support from existing community.

Forlorn Femmes Find Fancy Soon

Prefront women, here’s a ray of hope! In 100 days, the new dance season will be underway, and there will be plenty of opportunities to express your fancy. The new dance season will be a great opportunity for socializing and having fun with your friends.

Dance Program Chairman

Order your programs for your pledge dance now and be assured of a job that is attractive and fitting to the occasion. Dress up in your most appealing outfit and you will be rewarded with a high quality of stock and you will have a program that both you and we can be justly proud of.

Blue Bucket Inn

FRIDAY NIGHT

Come In And Prove Yourself

The Fashion Shop

SATURDAY NIGHT

Why Gamble With The Style Question?

WHY TAKE A CHANCE ON GETTING THE CORRECT THING WHEN YOU CAN GO TO THE FASHION SHOP AND SELECT YOUR GARMENTS FROM A STOCK OF EXCLUSIVE, ONE OF A KIND COATS — SUITS AND DRESSES ALL BEARING THE STAMP OF APPROVAL OF THE STYLE RESEARCH BUREAU. PRICES ARE NO HIGHER AND IN MANY CASES LOWER THAN OTHERS ASK FOR INFERIOR STYLES AND QUALITY.

U.S. OF A. FORESTucci WILL BE IMPROVED

There will be another 500 acre camp located on the University of Idaho forestry farm south of Moscow. The camp will be staffed by young men, and lead general field improvements. All age groups that have accumulated will be cleaned out.

The construction of several facilities will be handled by the Idaho State Conservation Corps. The State, Warren, Too

Miss Linda Williams from Colorado State college, in honor of her graduation from the university, received a dinner and a party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Miller.

We Asked One Question of 200 Men and Women

“Which Pen Is Your Choice For Style and Quality?”

And 2 to 1 Selected Parker’s Leverite Pearl!

The author Parswae with Forever cards has researched the question of "Which Pen Is Your Choice For Style and Quality?" and has concluded that the Parker Leverite Pearl is the preferred pen of choice.

Dance Program Chairman

Order your programs for your pledge dance now and be assured of a job that is attractive and fitting to the occasion. Dress up in your most appealing outfit and you will be rewarded with a high quality of stock and you will have a program that both you and we can be justly proud of.

QUEEN CITY PRINTING COMPANY
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George Stump Affiliates With Idaho
As Assistant Music Professor

By John Broughan

"I am not used to being in the limelight," said the shy Idaho State College music professor, Mr. Stump. "But when I heard that I had been appointed to the assistant professorship, I decided to accept the challenge and face the limelight.

The position was offered to me by the Idaho State College administration, and I accepted it with great enthusiasm. The College administration was very supportive and I feel that I am in a great position to make a positive contribution to the College's music department."

Authors Honors Go To Engineering Prof.

Ivan N. Carter Wins Drawing Test Prizes at Institute Point.

An engineering drawing test, held at the Institute Point, was won by Ivan N. Carter, assistant professor of engineering at the University of Idaho College of Engineering.

The test was administered by the University of Idaho College of Engineering to all students enrolled in the College's engineering courses.

Carter's success in the test is a reflection of his dedication to the study of engineering and his commitment to excellence in his work.

Fellowship Offered To Forester.

Dr. E. C. John Supervises Work on Gelatinization of Wood.

Dr. E. C. John of the Department of Forestry at the University of Idaho has been awarded a fellowship to support his research on gelatinization of wood.

The fellowship is sponsored by the American Forest Products Research Institute and will enable John to continue his work on the gelatinization of wood, a process that holds promise for the development of new uses for wood.

European Peace

--Outstanding--Page One

This article discusses the recent developments in European peace and the role of the United States in promoting it.

STAR LAW STUDENT IS RISING FAST

Raymond G. Cameron, 1935 graduate, is now a student in practice before the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.

CARTER'S DRUG STORE

Drugs — Drug Sunsets — Teataries — Stationary

Responsibility!

We have always kept before us the Primary Responsibility of the Pharmacist — the Compounding of PRESCRIPTIONS.

For MEN OF

-Action-

-QUICK-PERFECT GROOMING-

-Lenetheric-

Shaving Lotion $1.00 Shaving Bowl $1.00

After Shave Talc $1.00

SHIELDER'S

PENS — PENCILS — SKIRP

Your Name on Each Pen or Pencil

From our own Scotland we take wild ripe apples, brambles, check-ripe berries, and wild flowers. If you visit the People of the 3rd Ward, you will be charmed by their hospitality. They give us the best welcome at their houses and at their table. The people of the 3rd Ward are very hospitable and kind.